._-_

2
'ill/re Human Project
of exual Liberty

The gathering impulse to break loose from our existing gender
arrangements, to free ourselves from the xed symbiotic patterns
that have so far prevailed between women and men, is part of the

central thrust of our species’ life toward more viable forms. It is
of the same order as, and inseparable from, our long effort to
identify and surmount the forces that make us each othefs murderers, tyrants, prey: the etfort toward what in a male-dominated

world is still called brotherhood. Both are members of that constellation of projects in which the creative—integrative, constructive-reparative human urge -——~the urge that Freud labeled

“eternal Eros” and called upon to assert itself now against its
“equally immortal adversary’?-— is most broadly expressed: They
a irrn, in other words, our will to come to some terms with the

hateful fact of death that do not involve marching to meet death
halfway. Another member of this constellation is the project of
making friends with our bodies, and healing the life-sapping
split which in our case alone divides the basic activity impulse
that we share with other beasts into work on the one hand and
play on the other. Another is the project of achieving perspective
on the role that we have carved out for ourselves, half blindly, in
nature, and accepting the responsibility to protect nature that is
HOW, Whether we like it or not, in our hands. Another is the
10
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of reconciliation between the rational and the prePro'ect
l
rational layers of our sentience: our effort to learn, as verbal and
logical beings, how to heed and cherish and honor that wordless
3 lo 31‘cal being who lives inside each of us — how to draw easi y
and gratefully on the vitality of that other, less civilized self
whom we now largely deny and bury and who therefore now
exerts a dark, rebellious, chaotic power over the shape o our
-

s

ii

*1

1

f

lives.

Together, such projects embody our struggle to outgrow what
this book’s title calls human malaise. They interpenetrate; to
explore some of the ways in which they do so is to examine the
most basic reasons underlying people s continued consent, under
advanced technological conditions, to our prevailing sexua 1 arrangements; and at the same time it is to examine the most basic
sources of their longing to withdraw this consent. Another way to
state the theme of this book, then, is to say that it starts to l oo k ,
from the vantage point of the project of sexual liberty, at the

larger body of central human projects of which this one is part.
Liberty is a word that has been badly misused in connection
with sex; it is nevertheless too good a word to be abandoned for
that reason. It is used here not in the narrow sense of freedom of
body-erotic expression (although this project does embrace our

yearning toward true spoiitaneity and ease in that sphere) but in
the wider sense of liberty to reject what is oppressive and maiming in our prevailing male-female arrangements; liberty to restructure them to

t our conception of full humanity, and to

restructure them again as that conception continues to develop.
In moving toward this kind of liberty, we are forced to deal with
certain general features that all projects of such an order have in
CD111ITIDII .

Some Features of Central Human Projects
The development of a central human project takes the following course:

First, as our experience is cumulatively pooled in the course of
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history and our collective awareness deepens, those in whom this
awareness is most vividly embodied come to feel more and more
clearly that the project is urgent.
At the same time, it also becomes clearer and clearer that what
blocks the projects achievement is something more than the di$culty (formidable as that is) of concrete social reorganization.
There are also less tangible difficulties, rooted in deep-lying features of what we think of as human nature.
Finally, as the presence of this contradiction comes into steady
focus, it in turn becomes clearer and clearer that an obstacle
rooted in what we think of as human nature cannot for that
reason be regarded as immutable. In this way we come step by

step to face a fearful truth: that the quintessential feature of
human life, along with its pervasive inner instability and stress,
is its self-creating nature: its control -—for better or for worse—over the direction in which it develops.‘ Until we are ready to

look hard at this truth, we cannot go on with the project.
What this means for the project of sexual liberty is that the
stone walls that activism runs into have buried foundations. Any
reader who has pushed in a practical way against the legal or
economic or other institutional barriers blocking change in some
speci c part of our overall male-female situation ——even quite
modest, limited change--- knows how sturdy these concrete societal barriers are, and how ercely defended. But what must be
recognized is that these external problems are insoluble unless we
grapple at the same time with internal problems, of feeling and
understanding, that are at least equally formidable. It is important to be aware that part of the trouble we experience in
" It would of course be plain silly in our present predicament to feel con-

dent that enough of us will now face this truth fast enough to head off the
snowballing consequences of our failure to face it sooner. The process of selfcreation that got us where we are now has been so largely blind and chaotic
that we have quite likely managed, like stupider species before us, to work
our way into a lethal trap. Still, even if so, our steady growth toward a more
open-eyed, foresightful awareness of this self-creative process will have been
the essence of our species’ life while it lasted, the core of its impulse to know
itself and live itself out.
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getting on with a project of this kind —no matter how urgent we
know it to be— is that in the face of it our hearts must to some
degree fail us, and as a result our minds must to some degree go
fuzzy. For it confronts us not only with the terrifying communal
truth referred to just above (i.e., that there are major contradictions at the heart of our species’ situation, and that our common
fate, which rests upon their resolution, is in our own frail and
crazy hands), but also with a personal truth that carries a lonelier, more intimate kind of terror. Contributing to the projecfs
achievement, we come to see, means starting to renounce certain
familiar emotional patterns, certain familiar ways of surviving
mentally from one day to the next, on which our private sense of
connectedness with the world now rests.

The rest of this chapter is concerned with issues that evoke
both these varieties of terror. Eventually such issues are digested,
emotionally and intellectually, on the level of shared sensibility
at which central human projects ripen. Until then —-and it helps

a little to know that this is the case——— they are bound to stupefy
and enrage us. Even if I could formul.ate them with perfect clarity and calm, as of course I cannot, my formulation would be
bound nevertheless to confuse and anger many a level-headed,
well-intentioned reader.
What I shall be outlining is, rst, some peculiarities of human
sexuality; then some evolutionary considerations that bear on the

project of sexual liberty; and then the nature of the contemporary
question that this project faces.
Some Peculiarities of Human Sexuality

_ Animal species whose continuation requires copulation and
parental care need ways to induce fertile adults to do their unwitting work for posterity: The bribes that have evolved to ll
this need are simple: physical pleasure, and relief from physical
tension.
Humans have an anomalous relation to such bribes.

First, the work that the human animal does for posterity is by
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O means unwitting. our species has a unique awareness of its

n
'
'
own continuity, a uniquely conscious interest in perpetuating
itself.
_
_
f f
_

Second, our reaction to l3‘hY51‘3i‘1 urges 15 Very

r mm Simple:

Bodily pleasure and tension offer opporturlities and ordeals

against which we take a peculiarly human pride 111 asserting
ourselves; we are capable of resisting them as a matter of principle. At the same time, the body’s urges have for us a peculiarly
human intensitv, suffused as they are with the uniquely wide,
deep, and temporally extended content of human consciousness.

This means, rst, that the simple carnal bribes by which we,
like other beasts, are pushed to reproduce our kind are in one
sense super uous: Other, more complex, motives push us toward

this same end. Second, it means that these bribes elicit from us an
unpredictable response: on the one hand, they can fail to move
us; on the other hand, they can move us much more powerfully
than mere reproduction requires.
For us, sensual experience is enibcdded in a highly developed
mental life, a mental life the physiological basis for which is as
concrete a part of our biological equipment as our organs of
touch, vision, smell: Our most eeting and local sensations are
shot through with thoughts and feelings in which a long past and
future, and a deep wide now, are represented. And when another
sentient being is present for us, even in fantasy, our thought and
feeling are in turn shot through with impressions of that being’s
state of awareness. This state of awareness, moreover, we perceive
as including —-—actually or potentially-— some knowledge of our

own sentient presence. Sexual feeling in our case thus radically
transcends momentary and solitary sensory pleasure or relief. It is
experienced as extending backward and forward into time, and
it interpenetrates with the subjectivity -——-accurately or en-One-

ously apprehended—-— of the creature who attracts uS_
e This pride not only complicates our obedience to physical urges As
Chapter 7 will show, it also permeates our more general attitudes {Dev d
ar
woman
as compared with man , and de@P1Y colors the overall
sex‘
status of each
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These facts in themselves would under any conditions give sex a

place in human life decisively unlike its place in the lives of
other animals; if this difference is not grasped, certain readily
observable resemblances between our own male-female patterns
and those of our non-human relatives are open to serious mis-

interpretation. But our sexuality is also characterized by another
major peculiarity, one that is central for the project of changing
our arrangements: It resonates, more literally _thon any other

pert of our experience, with the massive orienting passions that
rst take shape in pro-verbal, pre-rational human infancy.
The bodily complementarity of males and females, then, is for
us something much more than a source of agreeable sensation. It
can be (and is, under favorable conditions, which have so far, to
be sure, remained proverbially elusive“ )- a central manifestation
of the human delight in existence, a focal part, symbolizing and

providing expressive release for the whole, of our erotic connectedness to the world.
The trouble is that this same bodily complementarity also
works to maim us. Traditionally, it has carried with it a social
and psychological complementarity, a division of responsibility
for basic human concerns, a compartmentalization of sensibility,
that makes each sex in its own way sub-human. The sub-humanity of women is proverbially obvious. What is now surfacing is a
venerable underground intuition: that the sub-humanity of men
may in fact be more ominous.
The effort to outgrow this rnaiming psychological complementarity without forfeiting the broader erotic function of sex,
to let men and women be equally and wholly human while keeping hold of the peculiarly human emotional intensity of bodily
“ Why they remain elusive is a question that many writers, naturally
enough, have explored. One part of the answer surely is that the feelings I
have called “massive orienting passions," which take shape in infancy, include
not onl y our basic
' fee 1'ings of attraction
'
' but also some
and attachment to life
basic counter-feelings of loss, loathing, and distrust. In Chapters 4 and
7 I indicate how such counter-feelings, jelled into certain aspects of our
male-female arrangements, help mute the broader erotic ecstasy that human
sex can can-y.
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intercourse, is a core feature of the self-consrnous growth Qf our
species’ life.
Like other such central cllorts, it embodies paradox. Our $@x_
uality under the present a1*1‘ang1m1ents lends itself to patl1ologi¢-Q]
uses; we sense that our fear of disrupting those uses by clmuging

the arrangements is coxvardly, lazy, neurotic. But we sense also
that our sesualit}', quite apart from its reproductive outcome,
can —-and sometimes, even under present conditions, does-.

ful ll for us precious, biologically profound, in a sense religions,
life functions; and we are stubbornly, inarticulately convinced
that our fear of disrupting these functions by changing the 111-rangements in which we have so far mainly seen them ful lled is
legitimate, valid.
Surmounting this paradox is a matter, I think, of mastering
courage and beginning to outgrow the pathology; for it is only in
the process of melting down the neurotic patterns in which our
deepest energies are now contained, expressed, released, that we
can start to feel out the new forms of expression, of release, that

are possible. Part of this melting-down process —the part to
which this hook is adtlresse:.l-- is coming to understand what the

pathology is.
The matters with which the following section is concerned also
take courage. In thinking about them people nd themselves befogged. W'hat they feel is existential vertigo, for to look at the
evolutionary baclcground of our male-female arrangement is to

be confronted in a peculiarly sharp way with our species’ dismaying built—in fragility, with its lonely, responsible place in the
natural order. But to refuse this dizzying confrontation is to
remain ignorant of the essence of our sexual situation.
Some Evolutionary Considerations

The old intuition that the human is a self-creating animal is
now supported by archaeological ndings which link the use of
fashioned tools by pre-human primates with the emergence of
Homo sapiens as a species. These ndings cast light on the biological factors historically responsible for our traditional sexual
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arrangements; they cast light also on other, closely related, biological factors which have worked steadily to subvert these tradi-

tional arrangements.
“The fossil record" --to quote a well-known account, by
anthropologist Washbum, of the kind of educated speculation to

which this kind of evidence gives rise— “substantiates the suggestion, rst rnade by Charles Darwin, that tool use is both the cause
and the effect of bipedal locomotion. Some very limited bipedalism left the hands sufficiently free from locomotor functions so
that stones or sticks could be carried, played with and used. The
advantage that these objects gave to their users led both to more
bipedalism and to more e icient tool use. . .

Home sapiens seems, then, to have evolved physically in an
environment already modi ed by the inventions, the expanding
enterprises, the growing socially pooled know-how of incipiently
human (“hominid”) ancestors. “The success of the new way of
life based on the use of tools changed the selection pressures on

many parts of the body, notably the teeth, hands and brain, as
well as on the pelvis. But it must be remembered that selection
was for the whole way of life . .
Cumulative intellectual and technical achievements, the evidence suggests, grew and were passed on by teaching and learning from generation to generation. Simultaneously, biological

changes made possible by these achievements developed; and
these in turn made possible further achievements. “The skull of
the man-ape is that of an ape that has lost the structure for
effective ghting with its teeth. Moreover, the man-ape has transferred to its hands the function of seizing and pulling, and this
has been attended by reduction of its incisors. Small canines and

incisors are biological symbols of a changed way of life; their

primitive functions are replaced by hand and tool. . .
Our bodies, then ——-our large brains, versatile hands, upright

skeletons—-—- seem to have taken shape across the ages in response
to changes in our environment which were themselves the product of our own pooled intelligence and effort. And at the same
time this cumulative product became more elaborate, more mas-

sive, as our evolving bodies made us capable, in turn, of still
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' telli gent , more intentionally and
emciendy Pooled, efre II]
_
imp
or . “ . . . the way of life made POSSll)l€ by tools changed the
Pressures of natural selection and so changed the
. Structure of
man . . . ” In this changed structure, th most remarkable feature
is the brain. “The reason that the human lI)I'3.lI‘l makes the
human way of life possible is that it is the result of that way of
l'fe.
1 Great masses of the tissue in the human brain are devoted to
memory, planning, language and skills, because these are the
abilities favored by the human way of life.

These bodily results of, and capacities for, enterprise, inventiveness, and abstract reasoning developed, of course, in female as
well as male humans. Pre-history has thus equipped woman, lilce

man, with a physique, and most important a higher central
nervous system (see Box A), built by and for purposeful and

socially communicated reaching out into a lifespace of ever increasing temporal and spatial extent, complexity, and inner
depth.
Pre-history has also imposed upon her, however, a responsibility that has limited the use of this nervous system, a responsibil-

ity until now biologically enforced (anti now, under conditions
that reduce the biological pressure, still enforced by society,
largely for the psychological reasons that are examined below).
As Washbum puts it:
The emergence of man’s large brain occasioned a profound
change in the plan of human reproduction. The human
mother-child relationship is as unique among the primates
as is the use of tools.“ In all the apes and monkeys the baby

clings to the mother; to be able to do so, the baby must be
born with its central nervous system in an advanced state of
development. But the brain of the fetus must be small
“" Actually, we are not the only primates who use tools. What distinguishes
human tools (and of course the term "tool" includes intangible invention-81
language, for example) is that they have been cumulatively elaborated over

B ll tle

EBHBI-Bti si they represent a pooling of creativity across time, 3

process of preservation, transmission, reworlcing, and expansion, that immBi\$"1'i1blY Exceeds the inventive capacity of any single individual or gr llli
of contemporaries.
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sed the
bony birthZiiiili lZ..::i,l$ha§.li,takE
Pia“?size1“ ofme"the“diverse
to
‘-iailal at the Same time that the exigencies of tool use
selected for larger brains. This obstetrical dilemma was
Solved bl’ delivery Of the fetus at a much earlier stage of

development. But this was possible only because the mother
already bipedal and with hands free of locomotor necessities,
could hold the helpless, immature infant. . . . Bipedalisrn,
tool use, and selection for large brains thus slowed humal-I
development and invoked far greater maternal responsibility.
The slow moving mother, carrying the baby, could not hunt,

and the combination of the woman's obligation to care for
slow-developing babies and the man's occupation of hunting“
imposed a fundamental pattern on the social organization
of the human species. ["Tools and Human Evolution"]

Box A
As common sense has long told us, and as experimental psychology
has recently made ovenvlielrnirigly clear, nervous systems demand to
be used. Deprived of exercise, they rot, produce pathological aber-

rations, or at best drive their owners into xed patterns of sterile
activity: The visual system of the chimpanzee reared
. in darkness
.
t
deteriorates. The human subject in a sensory-deprivation experimen
hallucinates. The captive squirrel runs rnonotonously in his circular
treadmill. The laboratory
rat rigidly alternates. between left.1.and right
.
e_
athways
both
leading
to
the
same
reward,
in
a
too
fami
iar
maz
P
1"
My neighbor imprisoned in underdernanding housewife:-y waxes and
rewaxes her intrinsically shiny vinyl oor.

" Washbum's account is quoted here for its lucid formulation of the bodily
self-creation of our species. Evidence that has accumulated since he wrote
it changes the picture he draws in certain of its details: hominids, for example, seem to have existed very much earlier than archaeologists guessed in
'
h
re not hunters, but
1960; also, it seems likely that at least some of t em we
food gatherers. But the l arge ou tlines of his picture, as they bear on H1)’
central point about the evolutionary background of our gender
still stand. (See also note 3.)

llgelnentsr
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Thus if what we mean by “human nature" is the Homo

ens physique, and the “fundamental pattern . _ _ [Of] min‘
organization" which apparently prevailed when that ph sticml
qua
rst took shape, then human nature involves the femalelsi
strange bind“: Like the male, she is equipped with a large hr; a
competent hands, and upright posture. She belongs to an illtelg:
gent,

playful,

exploratory species,

inhabiting

an

expm-‘din

environment which it makes for itself and then adapts to_ she is3
the only female, so far as we know, capable of thinking up and
bringing about a world wider than the one she sees around hel(and her subversive tendency to keep trying to use this capadt),
is recorded, resentfully, in Eve and Pandora myths). She thus

seems, of all females, the one least tted to live in a world narrower than the one she sees around her. And yet, for reasons
inherent in her evolutionary history, she has been, of all females,
the one most fated to do so. Her young are born less mature than
those of related mammals; they require more physical care for a
relatively longer time; they have much more to learn before they
can function without adult supervision. ‘Nitliout contraception,
she must spend most of her vigorous adult life pregnant or lactating. Given these handicaps to wide-ranging mobility, she has
been the logical keeper of the hearth and deer of domestic tasks,
and also (usually in collaboration with other females) the logical
guardian and educator of the sltrw-maturing toddler.‘
As a result, until quite recent ttrcllnological developments

opened new possibilities (so far largely unused), most of the
world's women have been obliged to invest nlajor energy in the
biological task of perpetuating the species. This reproductive
task has tended to make them specialists in the exercise of certain
essential human capacities, capacities crucial for empathic care of

the very young and for maintenance of the social-emotional arrangements that sustain everyday pri1nary-group life. At the same
"' It also involves her mate in a complementary bind. Her predicam ‘;
' an
is clearer to the naked eye, since it involves restriction of overt activlty
OVBI1
i-ll POWER His will be explored more fully as we probe more 116*‘-‘Pl?’
the nature of their mutual dependence.
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time, it has tended to prevent them from exercising certain other

essential human capacities, capacities for demanding, sustained
enterprise that extends beyond (and can violate) close interpersonal concerns. It has limited their opportunity, in other
words, to contribute to those aspects of the growth of our species’
cumulatively pooled achievement that change the gross, overt
shape of our shared reality: to make history.
Female exclusion from history (like male exclusion from
“female” realms) has never, of course, been total. Women proverbially have, through their in uence on children and men,
made incalculable contributions of an indirect, informal, anonymous kind to the growth of collective sensibility and the shape of

large new events? They have also made calculable contributions
of a direct and overt kind. Throughout recorded history excep-

tional women, or ordinary women under exceptional circumstances, have done so here and there. And during unrecorded
(that is, pre-historic) history, it is surmised that women did so
steadily, and on a very substantial scale indeed. During this period, when basic technological advances could be achieved at or
near home, the human female seems to have managed, despite

her unusually heavy reproductive responsibility, to make major
material changes in the environment in which our life devel-

oped. (See Box B.)i"
It has been in a biological sense “natural,” then, for the overt
activity of women to remain relatively restricted, and equally
“natural” for them to use their human nervous systems (which
are as organic as their reproductive organs) to transcend this
restriction. But what is most “natural” of all, humanly, is precisely this internal stress and inconsistency.
i
The point is, humans are by nature unnatural. We do not yet
walk “naturally” on our hind legs, for example: such ills as
fallen arches, lower back pain, and hernias testify that the body

has not adapted itself completely to the upright posture. Yet this
unnatural posture, forced on the unwilling body by the project
of tool-using, is precisely what has made possible the development of important aspects of our “nature”: the hand and the
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Box B
It is speculated that women probably invented shing nets, and also
Hece tacles in which to store fwd

basketry, weaving, and pottery.

p

are by no means a trivial cultural
They
extend the
timea
I. d achievement.
changing food
gathering
from
scale on which life can be 1ve ,
fers to the future and whose
hand-to-mouth activity to one that re
" need w ith reference to the past. Also, as Hays
results can be experie
dedofll more
the
suggests, weaving and basketry probably required the grasp
complex arithmetic and geometric relations than were nee
y
male hunter.
Women may also have invented the techniques for mixing clay
with other materials for heat-tempered pottery,
and discovered
the
h e been
the rst tailors
process of leavening bread. They may well av
t domestieators of grain, i.e., the
and shoernal-zers, and also the rs
originators of agriculture.

‘Wlhat should be ad ded to these speculations is a more central

I
room for argument: There
point about which there is probably ess

seems no reason to doubt that the baby-tending
sex fundamental
contributed of
at
to the most

least equally with the history-making one
all human inventions: language.
F

brai no and the complex system of skills, language, and social
arrangements which were both eiiects and causes of hand and
'
t’ to
brain. M a n - made and physiologlcal structures have .nus come
interpe netrate so thoroughly that to call a human project contrary to human biology is naive: we are what we have made om"selves, and we must continue to make ourselves as long as we
exist at all.
“Anatomy is destiny” is a timid half-truth (Freud, indeed,
advocated such timidity not for himself but for his wife). The

other, bolder, half of the truth is that quasi-consciously chosen
destiny has shaped anatomy. Now that we know this tmth, we
can if we wish go on consciously to evolve further anatomical
h ngea But of course we have another alternative as well: we
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can do our best to keep the bodies we have and feel fond of, and
invent new ways to use them.‘

For a thinker who wants to feel stymied, to be sure, the Pam.
dox that the evolutionary background of the project of sexual
liberty embodies can seem conveniently insoluble: Our prevailing male-female arrangement is rooted in our biological history;
it is part of what we have always been. Yet the feelings that make
us restless with it --an intolerance of constriction, a resentment
of bondage, an urge to grow-— are also part of what we have
always been. Which is more valid, then, more central to “human
nature" —the arrangement, or the restlessness it engenders?
As a purely intellectual problem, this paradox is hardly overwhelming. But its presence can be used to nurse a static sense of
confusion. And that confusion not only makes it possible, as I
pointed out above, to avoid confronting the position in nature
that our flawed, self-created, self-~1es[10nsible species has somehow
gotten itself into. It also makes it possible to avoid a more speci c
question: What is it that now keeps the old arrangement going?
This is an emotionally risky question. For what at this point
mainly keeps the arrangement going is not its longstanding biotechnological function, which it has largely outlived, but the

defensive psychological function (perhaps nearly as longstanding, since our hominid ancestors were mentally complex beings)
that it still serves. When enough of us are clearly enough aware

of this function, it will disintegrate; and its disintegration, in
turn, will undermine certain time-honored modes of interaction

-—deadly, but cozily familiar-— which now govern our intimate
everyday relations with each other and with the natural environment.
What must be seen from the outset is that the trouble people
have in thinking about our male-female symbiosis is not pri" I am among those who opt for the latter choice. It follows that I am
also for controlling our numbers and cherishing the earth, instead of evolving
into creatures who could comfortably colonize other planets. That alternative
is attractive, I think, mainly to people who reject what I have described as
the central human projects.
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marily intellectual trouble. Thought in this region (even imthiiikers who are committed to the project of sexual liberty) is

inevitably slowed down by fear: we are thinking about a question whose answer is bound to melt the ground under our feet. It
is dangerous, uncomfortable ground, and it is high time we

stepped oii it; still, it is the ground we stand on now, the only
ground we know.

The Contemporary Question
What, then, does keep the old arrangement going? How are we
to understand the fact that the relative restrictions on woman's
lifespace, the curbs on her capacity for the kind of enterprise that
would take her, mentally or physically, far from home, have outlasted the situation originally responsible for them? Present

technological conditions make it possible to provide reliable
eoiitrai.-eptiriii; at the same time they cut down infant mortality,

and prolong the mature years. The time really needed for uterine

child-bearing and lactation (the only parts of the long human
parental tasl-: that men cannot directly and fully share) now
amounts, therefore, to only a tinv portion of the female adult life

span. (See Box C.) These same technological conditions, moreover, have made pliysical size and slreiigth largely irrelevant for

economic prowess and social power. Tliev have also made male
“aggressivciicss" -—--it the lf!{lHittllt‘t'.' of a teiiipcrameiital propensity

infiesilile enough to t.lt‘!‘it‘l"lr't.’ this lalicl is indi-cil an iinanibiguous
fiict at the human levc-l“—-—— into a clearly maladaptive trait.

These things being so, what now l<e-cps woiiiaii out of history?
Wily is her il.t.‘L"t.’!'i!:i to the pulJlii- tloiiiaiii, t‘\!t‘!Il iii the te(:hfi(ilOg‘i-

cally advanced sectors of present-day society, still so restricted,
her formally recognized creative contribution still so much
slimmer than inanis?

‘ grll llllttl i basi; reasons, I believe, lie in two large and closely
in erre a e con 'tion s of our existeiice.
'~
.. One of these will
- not be
' 593135‘ W"? PR1‘tlgraphs of note 1.

Q
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Box C
Contemporary technology has not only provided means of birth con.
trol; it has made a large number of births per female urgently imd.

visable: with the death rate among infants, children, and young
people so drastically reduced that nearly everyone who is born grows
into a fertile adult, the human population, far from demanding
woman’s utmost uterine cl:-torts to keep it from shrinking, is growing
like a cancer in our ecosphere.
A generous estimate of the average number of children a maternally inclined woman would produce, if maternity were genuinely
optional, is perhaps three. This is a speculative approximate gure,
which might serve to keep the number of humans within bounds,
assuming that under such conditions many women would choose -not
to bear young at all.
Another generous average estimate is that each birth might remove
a woman from her normal sphere of activity for at most six months.
This assumes, of course, that except for lactation -—-which is also

optional— the responsibility for c-iiiid care is shared equally by men,
and that working hours are short and exible enough to make this
possible. Both of these conditions are so well within our technical
means that the problem is to explain why they do not now exist (that
is, to understand the societal and psychological patterns that block
their overdue development).

Six months times three is a year and a half. Thus to be physically
a mother should in principle, for a woman who chooses this option,
require at most about 3 percent of the fty-year period of adult vigor

between the ages of fteen and sixty- ve.

discussed until Chapter 9, since it cannot be fully appreciated

until the other is examined. It is that our species’ painful '1l8gW-"
ings about enterprise -——oboiit free rein for the $795?“ of mastery

and inventiveness that Zed us to create ourselves in the

rst

place— have not yet been felt through. To maintain this ceptrail
and precariously quiescent problem in its Present “mew V6
state, woman must continue to be excluded from formal histoiyi
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and the rest of our present sexual arrangement must therefore
also be kept intact.
The other large condition is discussed in Chapters 3-8. It 1;

that women remain almost universally in charge of infant and
early child care. At the present stage of technological development, what makes this condition crucial is not the drain on adult
female energy that it involves. Even without male help this drain
could now be reduced to manageable PI't)[)0I'll0I1S by more e i.
cient societal arrangements.‘ What is important is the e ect 0]
predominantly female care on the later emotional predilection;
of the child: The point of crucial consequences IS that for virtu'
ally every l'wing
person it is a woman -—-usually the mother-—

who has provided the main initial contact with humanity and
with nature.

"' By "more e icient societal arrangements," I do not mean 1-Qund-the
clock public nurseries. I see these as an emergency measure to help disastrously isolated mothers and children. What I mean is reorganizing our
Prim"? Emllp lift‘-‘ i i l fg f units, so that child care can be shared within

stable close-lcnit communities, of village or extended-family size and oob -'

EDGE-

'

Notes

Chapter 1. Terms and Aims
1. For an elegant modern reference to the relation between this kind of
myth-image and this kind of insight, see Leonard Baskirfs cover illustration
for the 1958 Anchor paperback edition of Freud’s Civilization and Its Discontents.
Chapter 2. The Human Project of Sexual Liberty

1. It makes a certain kind of easy sense to assume that she has evolved
“inborn” temperamental qualities that

t her for these tasks and disqualify

her for others. Scholarly sexual conservatives lean heavily on this assumption
in their interpretation of laboratory" and other

ndings that might otherwise

seem more ambiguous than they make them out to be.
As has been pointed out many times before, this assumption is se].f-sustain-

ing: so long as social practice continues to be based upon it, it cannot be
tested. Under present circumstances, for example, how are we to gauge the
functional depth, or the range of possible outcomes under other developmen-

tal conditions, of ditlerences in behavior that can be observed between male
and female neonates? Labels like “male aggressiveness” or “female social
sensitivity,” applied to quantitative measures of such variables as gross

motor activity or episodes of eye contact, presuppose -—and have the social
effect of helping to encourage- later growth patterns that are by no means
inevitable. “That we can be sure of is that any average gender differences in
“temperament” that are observable after the neonatal period have been
subject to heavy environmental shaping.
Even under present circumstances, moreover (in spite of all the life

pressures, in other words, that new work to force male and female personal
development into differing channels), variations among individuals are so
much stronger than average differences between boys and girls, or women

and men, that there is a huge overlap between the sexes in those traits which
in children and adults can (a bit more legitimately than in new babies) be

assigned labels like “aggressiveness” and “social sensitivity." It is an overlap
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that makes gender-based social boxes, like racial ones, not only cruel and
wasteful in individual terms but also, in societal terms, slultifying,

Beyond this, it must be said that if the behavioral sex differences that we

can see in newborn_ humans did _in fact amount to what the co nservatives
'
say
they amount to (1f they were m fact predictive inclices of something that
could reasonably be called biologically sex-linked temperamental tra it s), we
would be well advised to look at them as atavisms, as maladaptive differ.
ences that ought to be “bred out," genetically, by the natural sl ti

e cc on
process that social change will induce. Thus "male" belligerence and “fe-

male” empathy, which are said to have tted the sexes so far for historyrnaking and child-rearing respectively, are rapidly reversing their social
meanings. (See Maccoby’s Psychology of Sex Di erences for a balanced
scholarly survey of these questions, and Tobacl<’s "Some Evolutionary Aspects of Human Gender” for a lucid theoretical discussion of them.) Em-

pathy is more useful for history-making now than belligerence is. People of
both sexes who had this “female” trait would enjoy a survival advantage in
the future both for this reason and because it would help qualify them as
child r carers.
In any case, what we must not do is justify our present male-female
symbiosis on the basis that tampering with it could possibly mean tampering
with important, biologically irifiesible, behavioral predispositions. Even if

this (at present untestable} possibility were as strong as the conservatives
would like us to think it is, it would hardly matter, since to refrain from such
tampering is to court a far clearer and more immediate danger: our sexual
arrangements are part of the more general societal stance that is right now

threatening to destroy us. Our ability to see that this is so —our tendency, in
other words, to use our brains and think about our overall situation- is
surely an essential, unambiguous aspect of our biological endowment. Is
there any doubt that it is more essential, and less arnbiguous, than some

hypothetically built-in tendency for women to be sweet and mv

W be

brave?

2. Indeed (see Chapter 9) one part of the massive male alarm at the
thought of formal female participation in history stems from an unacknowledged fact: men, usually without overt awareness of their debt, depend on
the special perspective that women (like other low-status outsiders) bfiflg it“

formal history.
3. While the hunter-gatherer controversy among Prehiiitmians does nut
change the largest outlines of the “fundamental arrangement” sketched by
Washbum, or the bearing of these large outlines on the I in Point of my

argument here, it does have relevance for the matters discussed in Box B-

i

What is illuminating about the presence of fashioned stone tools alongside

hominid fossils is not the existence of these tools themselves, but the level of
mental activity they imply, activity whose other products would have ‘:0
have rotted along with the flesh of their makers. The iTHPlBlTlE:l'liSItIlBVlSBCl 21*
Batherers could well have involved the same level of imag1nat1ve= pgnlef
creativity as those needed for hunting, but the materials they were mil B 0
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are far more perishable. So archaeological artifact

nds can lead to an

overemphasis on the importance of (male) hunting activity in the prehistoric
cultural developments that helped shape our bodiesIt would have been true in any case for our ancestors (as it is for
herbivorous contemporary primates) that defense of the group's territory
against competitors, and of the group itself against predators, had to be
primarily a male responsibility, since bearing and suckling young had to be a
female one. And the latter is a steadier responsibility, an unremitting drain
on individual energy that leaves the one who carries it less free to become
engrossed in sustained, sporadically exhausting, unpredictably and extravagantly demanding enterprises of other kinds. Certain important worldrnaking
tasks must, therefore, have fallen mainly to our male ancestors.
Still, food gathering and the associated technology would have been more
feasible work for females than wide-ranging, long-term hunting forays. To
the extent, then, that such inventions as storage containers and digging sticks

and techniques for drying, winnowing, or pounding of grains were economically more central than Washburrfs account suggests, and spears and spearmaking tools and skills of detecting, stalking, or exhausting one’s quarry less
central, the female contribution to the beginnings of human Culture is apt to
have been more substantial.

Chapter 3. The Rocking of the Cradle
1. Not every culture, the ethnographers tell us, clamps down on erotic
body contact as ours does between the earliest years and puberty: in some
groups it goes on throughout childhood. These interim years are doubtless

the ones in which the urge toward such contact is for biological reasons
easiest to suppress, and it would be valuable to know more about the actual

quality that the contact has when it does permissibly go on during this
relatively un-urgent period. Since these are years during which the child is
taking vital steps toward competent, responsible membership in society, one
also wonders what special effects the clamping down that is done during

these years in our culture (even if it is more painlessly achieveable at this
stage than earlier and later) may have on the eventual social docility of
adults. See Chapter 4, pages 73-75.

Chapter 4. Higamous-Hogarnous
1. The extent to which the sexually loved man himself represents for a
woman the early mother, around whom passion and possessiveness are fo-

cused, varies enormously from case to case and depends upon a large
number of emotional factors. (People, obviously, differ; my account is by
necessity schematic and simpli ed.)
Another important variable is the strength of the woman's own sense of
continuity with the early mother. If negative feeling\ toward her in infancy
and just afterward was too strong, for instance, to permit the kind of
identi cation with her that would make the woman feel herself now as a

